WARRANTY CONDITIONS FOR
Engineered Wood flooring
BVG provides you with a Warranty from the
date of purchase :
1. Scope of warranty
The warranty covers flooring free from faults that could affect its appearance and
functionality. If any part of purchased floor becomes damaged before expiry of the
warranty, BVG is obliged to exchange the faulty part. However, this warranty is governed by
the terms laid herein.
BVG reserves the exclusive right to select the replacement product, parallel in terms of
quality and class to that purchased previously.
2. Conditions of warranty
 This warranty applies to domestic and moderate commercial areas.
 This warranty is valid for floors which have been used as intended and according to
instructions for care. They should not be subjected to unusual chemical or
mechanical stress and / or inappropriate treatment and / or through improper
cleaning and / or exposure to moisture.
 The floors must have been installed in rooms that are suitable for the product.
 The floors must be laid as described in our floor-laying guide.
 In order to avoid spreading dirt and sand, door mats or protective mats should be
positioned in front of the entrances to rooms; their width should be equal to that of
the door. The floor is to be kept clean by sweeping and dusting – dry or with a slightly
damp cloth with addition of a maintenance agent. Typical floor pastes or siliconbased cleaning agents must not be used. Furniture legs and other places of furniture
or equipment pressure onto the floor should be shielded with felt or rubber pads.
Armchairs with casters should be equipped with soft wheels, the so-called rollers.


This warranty is not transferrable and only the original purchaser is entitled to it.

Exceptions not encompassed in the floorboard warranty:









BVG does not provide a warranty concerning damage to the varnish layer ensuing
from floor use. Each varnished wooden flooring undergoes natural, slow wear. When
the varnish layer becomes worn, periodic flooring renovation should be conducted.
Independent modification of the product or its repair.
Assembling of the floor in an incorrect place and conditions (e.g. sauna, bathroom,
etc.), exposing the floor to the influence of high temperatures (above 24°C),
excessive air humidity or dryness (appropriate relative humidity is 45% - 60%). In
such a case the warranty does not encompass the loss of the aesthetic value of the
floor (e.g. cracking, warping, and fading).
Damage ensuing from faults in maintaining the floorboard (e.g. indentations caused
by metal mop ends or chair casters) or natural disasters (fire), as well as cuts, wear,
scratches or other mechanical damage caused by lack of appropriate floor
maintenance or resulting from inappropriate use.
Assembling of the floor on a ground of inappropriate humidity. Appropriate humidity
must not exceed 2% for a concrete base, 8% for wooden and 0.5% for anhydrite.

CAUTION: As the floorboard is made of natural materials, BVG does not grant a warranty on
colour differences between a sample (photograph) of a given product and the real product,
discolouring or other surface changes caused by sun rays.
3. Placing a complaint
Complaints should be submitted immediately after noticing damage or a warranty case in
written form addressed to BVG Industries Pvt. Ltd. The complaint should be accompanied by
a copy of the purchase invoice. The Invoice Copy is required to verify date and proof of
purchase to resolve any problems that may occur. Your warranty applies only to you, the
original purchaser, for one installation. Removal, reinstallation or unauthorized repairs shall
void this warranty.
4. Recognising a claim
In order to verify the claim and the extent, BVG reserves the right to inspect the floor at the
installation location.

Care

Everyday Care

Beware of water

Use mats

Use pads under
furiniture legs

Don’t Install in
damp rooms

BVG WARRANTY CARD
THIS WARRANTY CARD IS APPLICABLE FOR :
Name

Address _______________________________

City

Telephone ______________________________

Date of purchase

Type of use_____________________________

PRODUCT DETAILS
Product Name
Area

Décor _____________________________
______________________________
I declare that I am familiar
with and accept the warranty
conditions

Sellers stamp & signature

----------------------------------------

